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A USFR'S GUIDE TO THE SUDAN COMPUTER
WGRAM FOR DETERMINING THE VIBRATION
MODES OF STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
By
Raymond G. Kvaternik and Barbara J. Durling
SUMMARY
The use of the SUDAN computer program for analyzing structural systems
for their natural modes and frequencies of vibration is described. SUDAN
is based on a substructures methodology and is intended for structures which
can be represented as an equivalent system of beam, spring, and rigid-body
substructures. A finite element stiffness technique in combination with a
lumped mass method which a:lows for non-diagonal masses is used to model
each of the substructures which comprise the system. User-written constraint
equations are used to analytically join the mass and stiffness matrices of
the substructures to form the mass and stiffness matrices of the complete
structure from which all the frequencies and modes of the system are
determined. A feature of the SUDAN program is the capability to treat the
case in which both the mass and stiffness matrices of the coupled system may
be singular simultaneously. A general description of the computer program
is given, the computer hardware and software specifications are indicated,
and the input required by the program is described. The usage of the program
is illustrated by a simple example. The SUDAN program and related documentation
can to :,.ained from the Computer Software Management and Tnformation Center





Two computational procedures for analyzing complex structural systems for
their natural mod@E and frequencies of vibration using a substructures method-
ology are presented in reference 1. One of the procedures described is a
direct method based on solving the eigenvalue problem associated with a finite-
element representation of the complete structure. This computational procedure
has been implemented in a special-purpose computer program designated SUDAN
(SUbstructuring in Direct ANalysis). The SUDAN program is intended for struc-
tures which can be represented as an equivalent system of beam, spring, and
rigid-body substructures. A finite-element stiffness technique in combination
with a lumped mass method which allows for non-diagonal masses is used to
generate the mass and stiffness matri c es for each of the substructures com-
;rising the system. The mass and stiffness matrices of the individual sub-
structures are joined analytically by means of user-written equations of
constraint to form a finite-element model of the complete structure from which
all the frequencies and modes of the system can be determined. A feature of
the SUDAN program is the capability to treat the case in which both the mass
and stiffness matrices of the coupled system may be singular simultai:eously.
The SUDAN computer program is somewhat limited in the maximum size of the
problem which can be accommodated since it employs an in-core eigensolution
technique. However, the program has been used quite successfully by the
authors and their colleagues in several airframe vibration analyses carrying
engineering responsibility. This experience has demonstrated a wide range
of engineering applicability for the progra..
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The purpose of this report is to present a user's guide for the SUDAN
program. A general description of the program is given, the computer hard-
ware and software specifications are indicated, and the inputs required by
the program are described. A sample case consisting of an assembly of beams
configured in the shape of an airplane and supported by springs is provided
to illustrate the manner of preparing input data and to indicate the format
of the output. The SUDAN program and related documentation can be obtained
from the Computer Software Management and Information Center (COSMIC) at the
University of Georgia.
IAie present report relies on reference 1 for a description of the analy-
tical basis of the computational procedures which are implemented in SUDAN
and on reference 2 for a discussion of representing a structure as an assembly
of beam, spring, and rigid-body substructures. For these reasons, references
1 and 2 and the present report should be regarded as companion reports.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM
The SUDAN program is a system comprised of two programs —DSTIFF and BJD5-
which are executed sequentially with disk files providing the communication
between them.
Organization
Based on a user-established idealization of a structure as an equivalent
system of beam, spring, and rigid body substructures, Program DSTIFF employs
the combined lumped-mass/finite element stiffness technique described in
reference 2 to generate the stiffness and mass matrices for the structural
block(s) comprising each of the constituent substructures. The uncoupled




the stiffness and mass matrices of the individual substructures as submatrices
on the principal diagonals, are then formed. Spring and/or mass terms coupling
either the blocks of a substructure submatrix or t,. substructure submatrices,
as well as any other additional spring or mass terms, are then added to the
uncoupled system stiffness and mass matrices. User-written constraint equa-
tions enforcing inter-substructure displacement compatibility are then applied
according to the method of Walton ar3 Steeves !ref. 3)* leading to the gener-
alized eigenvalue problem equation
(K] {X} - LAMBDA [M] W	 (1)
where [K] is the coupled system stiffness matrix, [M] is the coupled
system mass matrix, LAMBDA is the eigenvalue which corresponds to the square of
the natural frequency, and {X} is the eigenvector which corresponds to the
mode shape in terms of generalized coordinates arising from solution of the
constraint equations.
Program BJD5 solves the generalized eigenvalue problem given by equation 1.
This program was written by the second author and is based on an algorithm
devised by Walton and Durling (unpublished work, 1966) to reduce the free vib-
ration equations of motion to symmetric standard eigenvalue form in the general
case when both the stiffness and mass matrices may be singular. The analytical
basis of the BJD5 algorithm is reviewed in reference 1. The solution provides
all the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of equation 1. Since the solution
eigenvectors are generalized mode shapes, they are transformed back to the
physical coordinates of the original uncoupled system for interpretation by
the user.
*See Appendix of reference 1 for description of an efficient computational
procedure for implementing the method of Walton and Steeves.
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Continuity between references 1 and 2 and the present report is facilitated
by the uxe of the same notation whenever possible and through extensive use of
comments in the source programs.
Computer Hardware and Software Specifications
The SUDAN programs —DSTIFF/BJD5— and their subroutines are written in
FORTRAN IV. They have been compiled using the FORTRAN (FTN) compiler and
executed on the Network Operating System (NOS 1.2) on Control Data Corporation
(CDC) CYBER 173/175 digital computers at the Langley Research Center (LaRC)
Computer Complex. These programs were developed on CDC 6400/6600 computers
using the RUN compiler on a modified SCOPE 2.3 Operating SYSTEM (ICOPS) at
the LaRC Computer Complex. The only program change required to convert the
programs from ICOPS to NOS was one end-of-file test in Program DSTIFF. Library
subroutines JACTV and MATINS' are included in the source programs. The
intrinsic functions ABS and MOD and the basic external function SQRT
utilized by the programs and subroutines are presumed to be available on other
digital computer systems. Experience gained by the second author in converting
programs received from other sites indicates that only a few changes would be
required to make these programs operational on other digital computers.
Compatibility features.- Some of the FORTRAN IV features employed or
avoided in SUDAN in an effort to provide compatibility among various computers
are as follows:
1. All variables and arrays are identified by a symbolic name consisting
of from one to six letters or digits beginning with a letter.
2. All variables and arrays are typed implicitly by the first character
of the name: I, J, K, L, "I, and N imply type INTEGER and the other letters
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imply type REAL. No explicit type statements are used.
3. Only returns of the type RETURN are used in the subroutines.
When a RETURN statement is encountered control is transferred to the next
statement following the CALL statement in the calling program.
4. There are no ENTRY statements in the subroutines.
S. Arrays have either one or two dimensions.
6. Only one 2-branch IF statement to used in SUDAN, and it is the
statement containing the end-of-file test in Program DSTIFF.
7. Adjustable dimensions are formal arguments in all of the subroutines.
8. The H specification is used in FORMAT statements containing a string
of alphanumeric or special characters including blanks rather than delimiting
the string with special symbols.
9. Real constants formerly contained in arithmetic and relational
expressions in a given routine have been replaced by real variables. These
variables are not included in a blank COMMON or a labeled COMMON statement.
In each routine these variables are assigned values in DnTA statements and are
not redefined during execution. Each constant in the DATA statements contains
from two to fourteen digits, a decimal point, and an exponent comprised of the
letter E followed by a signed or an unsigned integer constant. The three
constants containing fourteen digits are in DATA statements in Subroutines
JACTV and FREQ.
10. Hollerith constants use the H specification. The letter H is
preceded by the unsigned integer 4 and is followed by four alphanumeric or
special characters including blanks. In these programs, Hollerith constants
are used only to define elements of the HMTX array. Since the HMTX array is
included in a labeled COMMON statement, and since some computers require that a
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BLOCK DATA subprogram be used to initialize arrays or variables in COMMON with
DATA statements, DATA statements are not used to define elements of the t1MTX
array.
Conversion considerations. - It is recommended that the SUDAN programs and
subroutines be converted to double precision if the computer to be used
provides less than approximately fourteen digits in single precision computa-
tion. All real variables and arrays except PROBID and FiMTX in Program BJD5
should be double precision. As a rule of thumb, when the difference of
exponents (spread) between the largest eigenvalue and the smallest non-zero
eigenvalue for a given eigenvalue problem approaches the number of digits of
precision provided by the computer, the number of significant digits in the
smallest eigenvalue ma y decrease to the point where even the first digit is not
correct.
Some specific modifications and points to be considered in converting the
SUDAN programs and subroutines for use on other than CDC computers are as
follows:
I. Delete the PROGRAM statement in both Programs DSTIFF and BJD5 to make
them main programs, and provide file assignments for the programs as required
on a given computer.
2. The precision of real variables and real arrays in the routines can
be extended to double precision by including the appropriate type statement
for the given computer. The type statements may be DOUBLE PRECISION, IMPLICIT,
or REAL with the extended length specification or combinations thereof. The
precision of REAL constan t.s can be increased by changing the letter E in the
s
	 exponent of each constant to the letter D. REAL constants requiring




precision of two arrays— HMTX and PROBID—should not be extended since these
arrays are used for Hollerith data. The arrays and the routines in which
they are used are as follows:
HMTX - DSTIFF, WMTXC, '.'W, PMTXC, FREQ
PROBID - DSTIFF, BJDS
J. If extended precision is provided in the routines, the appropriate
number of digits should be added to the 14-digit constants which are in
DATA statements in Subroutines JACTV and FREQ.
4. A variable named ONEFIIL is initialized to 10 6 in DATA statements
in both DSTIFF and BJDS, and it is not redefined during execution. This
variable is used in determining the number of positive, non-zero eigenvalues
since "zero" eigenvalues may not be precisely zero in the computer. Experience
has indicated that 106 is an appropriate value for this test on CDC computers,
but the value may have to be changed on other computers.




+322 . The values of two variables, RHO and R1, used in the
programs are system dependent. The variable RHO in Subroutine JACTV specifies
the accuracy requirement, and it is initialized to .1E-13 in the DATA
statement. The variable R1 and its reciprocal R2 in Subroutine MATINV
are used to keep the magnitude of the computational values within the range
allowed on a given computer. The variable R1 is initialized in the DATA
statement to 10
100 
and is not redefined during execution. A programmer at
a given site should be able to provide appropriate values for both RHO and
Rl .
6. If extended precision is provided in the routines. change each
occurrence of the intrinsic function ABS to DABS and of the external
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function SQRT to DSQRT. The functions and routines in which they occur
are listed with the numbers enclosed in parentheses indicating the number
of occurrences of the function in the routine, as follows:
ABS - JACTV(2), FREQ(1). MATINV(10)
SQRT - JACTV(1), BJD5(1), FREQ(1)
1. Program DSTIFF contains a two-branch IF statement which includes
an end-of-file test (EOF function). This statement, which is numbered 231,
will have to be deleted on some systems and the appropriate end-of-file-test
parameter inserted in the READ statement, numbered 250, which immediately
precedes it.
8. Formatted input and outpvc statements and the routines in which they
occur are as follows:
READ f,list	 - DSTIFF
PRINT f	 - DSTIFF, BJD5
PRIN: f,list	 - DSTIFF, B.1D5, PMTXC, FREQ
WRITE(6,f)list - WMTXC
where f represents the FORMAT number, list represents the input/output
( I /0) list to be transmitted, and 6 represents the output unit designator.
In the PROGRAM statements for DSTIFF and BJD5, TAPES is equivalenced to INPUT
and TAPE6 is equivalenced to OUTPUT. Although READ and PRINT statements are
known to be valid FORTRAN formatted I/O statements on two non-CDC computers,
they may have to be changed before the programs can be used on some computers.
Problem size limitations.- The dimensions of the arrays in the source
programs reflect a tailoring to the size of the sample problem. Larger
i




the values of the variaLl.es set equal to the various dimensions and recom-
piling the programs. This is not a formidable task since all of the
subroutines utilize variable dimensions and the program source decks contain
detailed commentary. If the value of the variable MAXORD and dimensions
associated with it are increased in Program DSTIFF, the u p er is cautioned
to make appropriatz changes in Program BJDS. B. utilizing the maximum
central memory (330k octal words) available to a job on the CDC CYBER 175
computers at the LaRC Computer Complex, the user can use approximately
two hundred discrete coordinates to define the uncoupled system.
The primary reason for the problem size limitation is that the SUDAN
programs use an in-core eigensulution technique —designated Subroutine JACTV.
This subroutine incorporates the threshold variation version of the serial
Jacobi algorithm. Since this method is particularly appropriate for the
special requirements of the SUDAN programs, the user is cautioned against
substituting another algorithm without first understanding the reasons for
selection of JACTV as detailed in reference 1. If a replacement algorithm
is used, it is recommended that comparison runs be made in both versions of
the programs for a number of different problems to ensure that the integrity
of the programs has been maintained.
General Input/Output Information
Before attempting to prepare data for a calculation, it is advisable to
read through this report and also to be familiar with the substructure
modeling techniques and the procedure for formulating the equations of
constraint which are described in reference 2.
Only Program DSTIFF requires card input. Each of the programs produces
both printed (formatteJ) and sequential binary (unformatted) output. The
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binary cutput of Program DSTIFF is Lite binary input for Program BJD5. The
binary output of Program BJD5 may be used, for example, as input to a user-
;elected program for generating and annotating mode-shape plots. In sub-
sequent sections of this paper, the input and the output of the programs
are described, and the card input for and the printed output from executions
of a sample case are listed.
The card input data for Program DSTIFF must be prepared using the pre-
scribed formats and must be assembled in the proper sequence. A consistent
s y stem of units must be used in preparing the applicable data. Integers
must be input with correct values since many of the integers, or variables
computed from them, are used to control the number of values read into
arrays. The data described in the tables are designated either as required
(REQ) or as	 tonal (COND). As implied by the designator, all required
data must be prepared. If conditional data are included, the appropriate
integer(s) must be input as indicated in the tabular description of these
data. The number of cards required for each read statement is tabulated
or can be computed from the expression which is tabulated in the column
.er "No. of Cards." Note that the quoti,nt for each of these integer
expressions must be incremented by one if the dividend is not an exact
multiple of the divisor.
The identification card should contain alphanumeric information which
will be meaningful to the user for later identification of the case. Integers
must always be right justified in the specified fields. More latitude is
allowed for the single-precision, floating-point numbers: a decimal point
in the field overrides the decimal position specified in the format, and an
exponent is not required if a properly positioned decimal point is included.
11
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rWhen an exponent is included, it must be right justified in tho field with
the letter E and/or the sign of the exponent preceding it.
As noted previo, sly, the binary output of Program DSTIFF is the binary
input for Program BJD5. The data are contained on two files—TAPE 3 and
TAPE4. No file manipulation is required betw-en executions when these
programs are executed sequentially on the same job. When the programs are
executed on separate job submittals, the user must save both TAPE 3 and TAPE 4
after the execution of Program DSTIFF on the first jor:, and then must retrieve
these files on the second job prior to the execution of Program BJD5. The
file names, TAPE3 and TAPE4, are declared, r ,:.Rpectively, on the DSTIFF pro-
gram statement as the third and fourth files and on the BJD5 program state-
ment as the second and third files. In order to avoid errors on file
assignments, the user is cautioned that Program BJD5 uses TAPE4 as a scratch
file for temporary data storsga after it reads the coupled mass and stiffness
matrices from it. Program BJD5 performs no write operatic + on TAPE3.
The binary outpr_ from Program BJD5 is contained on TAPE9. If this
file is needed for a later job submitLdl, it must be sa cred by the user prior
to the termination of the job on which it is created. The file name TAPE9
is declared as the fifth file on the BJD5 program sLatement.
DESCRIPTION OF SUDAN INPUT AND OUTPUT
The SUDAN computer program system is comprised of two programs-
DSTIFF and BJD5—and their subroutines. Usi , ally these programs are executed
sequentially with disk communication between them. Program DSTIFF calla
subroutines JACTV, WMTXC, and ZEROM: Program BJD5 calls subroutines FREQ,
JACTV, MATINV, and PMTXC. fhe Subroutines are included in the SUDAN source
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program. .\ sample deck structure for execution of the SUDAN programs on the
CYBER 173/175 computers at the :.aRC Computer Complex is shown in figure 1.
This section is divided into four subsections:
1. Input data for Program DSTIFF.
2. Output for Program DSTIFF.
3. Input for Program B.iD5.
4. Output for Program BJD5.
Input Data for Program DSTIFF
The data deck for Program DSTIFF may consist of as many as five different
types of data sets identified and assembled as follows:
1. Initial data
2. Block data
3. Additional mass data
4. Additional stiffness data
5. Constraint data
Initial data, block data, and constraint data must always be prepared; the
additional mass data and/or the additional stiffness data are included when
appropriate for the case. Definition of a beam substructure requires at
least one block of data and may require up to four blocks (bending in two
principal directions, torsion, and extension), .:epending on the freedoms
assigned to the beam component. It is noted, for clarity, that the data
deck for Program DSTIFF is contained in one (1) record.
13
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Initial data.- The initial data consist of two cards.
No, of	
Option	 FORMAT	 Description of Initial Data
Cards
1	 REQ	 2OA4	 PROBID - one card containing alphanumeric
identification for the case (maximum
of 80 characters)
1	 REQ	 614	 NBLKS, NORDER, NCEQS, NMASAD, NSPRAD, IPRINT
NBLKS - number of blocks in the uncoupled
svEtem stiffness and mass matrices
NORDER - order of the uncoupled system
N^.EQS - number of constraint equations
NMASAD - number of mass terms to be added
on or above the diagonal of the
uncoupled system mass matrix. The
program will provide symmetry.
NSPRAD - number of spring terms to be added
on or above the diagonal of the
uncoupled system stiffness matrix.
The program will provide symmetry.
IPRINT - control integer for printing output
IPRINT = 1, standard output will be
printed for the case
IPRINT - 2, the assem'.:led uncoupled
stiffness and mass matrices
as well as the standard
output will be printed. The
order of these two square
matrices is NORDER. The
additional printing may be
helpful, especially to a new
user, in determining that the
conditional additional mass
and/or stiffness terms have
been input correctly.
The two initial data cards are followed by NBLKS sets of block data.
Block data.- There are NBLKS sets of block data. Eact. set provides the
input data for generation of one block of the uncoupled system stiffness and






Input Variables with Description for
Cards	 Card 1 of a Block Data Set
1	 REQ	 514	 KK, LOC, MK, MM, ISYM
KK - order of the block which is equal to the
number of degrees of freedom of the
block
LOC - control integer for block type
LOC - 1, beam bending
LOC - 2, beam torsion
LOC - 3, beam extension
LOC - 4, spring or rigid body component
MK - control integer for spring components
MK - 1, read stiffness matrix from cards
n 	 MK - 0, no read, block will be null
MM - control integer for rigid body components
MM - 1, read mass matrix from cards
MM - 0, no read, block will be null
ISYM - control integer indicating whether
symmetry is used in formulating the
problem
ISYM - 1, the program will multiply the
block stiffness and mass
matrices by 2.0. This option
is used only when a component
is out of the plane of sym-
metry and the complete problem
is being solved as a pair of
symmetric and antisymmetric
problems
ISYM	 0, no multiplication - either not
applicable to component or the
complete problem is being
solved without taking advan-
tage of symmetry.
The user completes preparation of a given set of block data from the table
wh.:h describes the additional input variables required for the block type
specified by the value of LOC. The data descriptions for both beam torsion







FORMAT	 Additional Input Variable3 with Description for
Beam Bending,	 LOC - 1, Block Data
1	 REQ 3I4	 X, N, KASE







where	 A	 is KxK, B	 is KxN, BT is NxK, and
C	 is NxN.	 For the free-free case, K = N 9
(KK)/2
K	 order of matrix A
N = order of matrix C
KASE - control integer for mass matrix
KASE - 1, diagonal mass only
KASE - 2, diagonal mass and rotary inertia
KASF. = 3, non-diagonal mass and rotary inertia.
The off-diagonal terms for this block
must be input under the NMASAD option.
K/5
	
REQ 5E14.8	 X array of K	 values, the running local coordinate
positions	 (dimensional)
(K-1)/5	 REQ 5E14.8	 S array of	 K-1
	 values, the average stiffness,	 EI,
between a pair of sequential coordinates
K/5
	 RF.Q 5E14.8	 DM	 array of	 K	 values, lumped masses located at
each of the	 K	 coordinates	 (zero values are
admissable)
I4/5	 COND	 5E14.8	 RI array of N values, lumped rotary inertia for
each of the N rotational coordinates (zero
values are admissable). These values must be
input if KASE is not equal to 1.
If the beam bending data do not complete the NBLKS-th set of block data, the
user must turn back to the beginning of the block data section to start the
next set of block data for the case. If, however, the set number for beam
bending data is equal to NBLKS, data preparation is continued with the next
type of data which may be conditional additional mass data, conditional
additional stiffness data, or constraint data, in that order.
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No. of	




FORMAr	 for Beam Torsion, LOC - 2, and
for Beam Extension. LOC - 3, Block Data
1	 REQ	 214	 K, KASE
K - order of free-free stiffness matrix and
beam torsional inertia or extensional
mass matrix
KASE - identification integer for mass
matrix
KASE - 4, diagonal torsional inertia or
extensional mass
KASE - 5, non-diagonal torsional inertia
or extensional mass. The off-
diagonal terms for this block
must be input under the NMASAD
option.







5E14.8	 S array of K--1 values
S array - GJ for beam torsion (LOC-2)
S array - AE for beam extension (LOC-3)
	
5E14.8	 RI array of K values (zero values are
admissible)
RI array - lumped torsional inertias for
beam torsion (LOC-2)
RI array - lumped extensional masses for
beam extension (LOC=3)
If the beam torsion or beam extension data do not complete the NBLKS-th set
of block data, the user must turn back to the beginning of the block data
section to start the next set of block data for the case. If, however, the
set number for beam torsion or beam extension data is equal to NBLKS, data
preparation is continued with the next type of data which may be conditional
additional mass data, conditional additional stiffness data, or constraint
data, in that order.
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No. of	 Option	 FORMAT	 Additional Input Variables with Description
Cards	 for Spring or Rigid-Bodv Components,
LOC - 4. Block Data
(KK) 2 /5	 COND	 5E14.8	 A array of KK x KK values, the stiffness
matrix for a spring component. It is read in
continuously by rows if the value of MK for
the block is not zero. Each card has five
values except the last card which may have
blank fields to the right of the last value.
The program provides a null mass matrix for it
spring component.
(KK) 2 /5	 COND	 5E14.8	 B array of KK x KK values, the mass matrix for
a rigid-body component. It is read in
continuously by rows if the value of M for
the block is not zero. Each card has five
values except the last card which may have
blank fields to the right of the last value.
The program provides a null stiffness; matrix
for a rigid-body component. -- NOTF. -- The
case in which the rigid body has a null mass
matrix is admissable. This option is selected
by setting both Mir and MM to zero.
If the spring or the rigid-body component data do not complete the NBLKS-th
set of block data, the user must turn hack to the beginning of the block data
section to start the next set of block data for the case. If, however, the set
111lmber for the spring or the rigid body component data is equal to NBI.KS, data
preparation is continued with the next type of data which may be conditional
additional mass data, conditional additional stiffness data, or constraint data,
in that order.
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Additional mass data.- If the centers of gravity of the lumpad masses
for a beam substructure are not located on the elastic axis there will be mass
terms coupling the blocks in the mass matrix corresponding to the beam
substructure. Additional mass te rms (diagonal, of`-diagonal, and coupling)
will also arise if th- may s matrix of a rigid body component not treated as a
substructure is combined with the mass matrix of the beam component to which
it is attached. The use of consistent mass matrices for bending, torsion, or
exteoaton will lead to non-diagonal ma ys matrices for those blocks. The user
is referred to reference 2 for discussion of these aspects. The control
integer NMASAD determines whether additional mass data are to be read. All
off-diagonal mass data for beam components are input as additional mass data.
The row cumber and the column number provided with each of the NMASAD terms
are the row and the column of the element in the uncoupled system mass matrix
to which the additional term is to be added. The program will provide symmetry,
so data are input only for values which appear on or above the diagonal.
CAUTION: For a symmetric or an anti-symmetric formulation cf a problem,
the masses to be added to the uncoupled system mass matrix must be multiplied




Input Variables with Description for
Cards	 Additional Mass Data
NMASAD/4	 COND	 4(213,E14.8)	 Row number, column number, and value for each
of the NMASAD additional mass terms to be
added. Blank fields may not be present in
any except the last card, and then may be
only those fields to the right of the
NMASAD-th group of three numbers. Note
caution in the previous paragraph.
Data preparation is continued with conditional additional stiffness data if
NSPRAD is not zero and with constraint data if NSPRAD equals zero.
w
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Additional stiffness data. - Spring terms which couple the substructure
suhmatrices will arise if the stiffness of springs having neither end tied to
ground are combined with the stiffness matrices of the components to which they
are attached. For springs which have one end tied to ground, additional spring
terms (diagonal, off diagonal, and coupling) will also arise If the other end
of the spring is attached to a beam or rigid body component at a point other
than a station established as a degree of freedom in the problem formulation.
The user is referred to reference 2 for discussion of these aspects. The
control integer NSPRAD determines whether additional stiffness data are to be
read. The row number and the column number provided with each of the NSPRAD
terms are the row and the colutim of the element in the uncoupled system stiff-
ness matrix to which the additional term is to be added. The program will
provide symmetry, so data are input only for values which appear on or above
the diagonal.
CAUTION: For a symmetric or an anti-symmetric formulation of a problem,
the spring terms to be added to the uncoupled system stiffness matrix must be
multiplied by 2.0 by the user prior to input if they correspond to components
out of the plane of symmetry.
No. of	 Option	 FORMAT	 Input Variables with Description for
Cards	 Additional Stiffness Data
NSPRAD/4	 COND	 4(2I3,E14.8)	 Row number, column number, and value for
each of the NSPRAD additional spring terms
to be added. Blank fields may not be
present in any except the last card, and
then may be only those fields to the right
of the NSPRAD-th group of three numbers.
Note caution in the previous paragraph.
Data preparation is continued with constraint data.
20
CV11SLr.11ut .Leta. - Since all elements of the constraint matrix are set to
zero before constraint data ► are re-d, onl y non-zero elements are input. The
number of rows in the constraint matrix is equal to the number of constraint
equations, NCF:QS. The number of col ►nnns in the constraint matrix is equal to
the order of the uncoupled s ystem, NORDER. in the description which follows,
NZE01 is used only to indicate the total number of non-zero .dements of the
constra hu matrix and is neither an Input parameter nor a program variable.




4(2I3,E14.8)	 Row number, column number, and coefficient
for each non-zero value in the constraint
matrix. Blank fields may not he present
in any except the last card, and then may
only he those fields to the right of the
last (N7F.CM-th) group of three numbers.
The maximum value for ai row n ►uuher is
NCEQS and for a column number is NORDER.
Output for Program DSTIFF
Printed output. - The printed output for Program DSTIFF consists of a
block by block summary of the input data arranged in tabular form and the
eigenvalues of the constraint eigenvalue problem which is associated with the
method of Walton and Steeves (ref. 3) for imposing the equations of constraint.
'ui option is provided for princing the uncoupled s ystem mass and stiffness
matrices. This additional output may be helpful in identifying input errors
in the placement of the additional mass and stiffness elements in the uncoupled
system mass and stiffness matrices. The printed sample output presented in a
subsequent section does not include this optional output.
Binary output. - The binary output of Program DSTIFF is not described
here since it is fully described as the binary input for Program BJD5.
21
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Input for Program BJD5
Card input.- There is no card input for Program BJD5.
Binary input.- The binary input for Program BJD5 is th•! binary output
from Program L`STIFF, and it is contained on two files, TAPF.3 and TAPE.*.
This input includes problem identification, numbers which specify the order
of matrices contained on the files, the elements of the connectivity matrix
(BETA) which enforces displacement compatibility at the interfaces of the
substructures, and the elements of the coupled system mass an.; stiffness
matrices. The BETA matrix is used at the end of Program B.1D5 to transform
the modal matrix back to the original physical coordinates of the uncoupled
system to facilitate interpretation by the user.
File	 Record	
Description of the Binary Input for Program BJD5
Name	 Number
TAPF3	 1	 PROBID, NRBETA, NCBETA
PROBID - the card image (80 characters) of the
problem identification card provided as
input for Program DSTIFF
NRBETA - number of rows in the BETA matrix
NCBETA - number of columns in the BErA matrix and
order of both the coupled system mass
matrix and the coupled system stiffness
matrix
2 through
	 NRBETA records each of which contains NCBETA elements
(NRBETA + 1)
	 for a row of the BETA matrix
1APE4	 1	 This record contains all the elements of the coupled
system mass matrix of order NCBETA.
a	 2	 This record contains all the elements of the coupled
system stiffness matrix of order NCBETA.
22
toutput for Program BIDS
rilatod output. - The printed output for Program BJDS consists of the
eigenvalues of the coupled system miss matrix, the eigenvalues and freS.1encies
of the coupled system, and the eigenvectors of the coupled s y stem transformed
back to the original physical coordinates of the uncoupled system.
Binary output.- The binary output of Program BIDS is contained on one
file, TAPE9, and includes the number of rows and columns in the modal matrix,
problem identification, frequencies, and vectors of the modal matrix which
have been transformed back to the original physical coordinates of the
uncoupled system. These data may be used, for example, in a program selected
by the user to generate and annotate mode-shape plots. If this output is
required for a later fob submittal, it must be saved ,,her on a magnetic
tape or on a permanent file prior to termination of the fob on which it is
generated.
CAUTION: In order to provide compatibilit y among various computers,
the PROBID arra y
 contains the 80 characters of the problem identification
.-ard in 20 words each of which hsk 4 left-justified characters. When the
PROBID array is to be used to annotate the plot(s) generated by a user-
supplied plotting program, the user is reminded that the 80 characters are
contiguous only if the computer word has four 8-bit bytes (32 bits). If.
for example, the computer word has 3b bits or 60 bits, several suggestions
to assist the user are presented, as follows:
1. Plot four characters at a time from each of the 20 words in the array.
2. Reformat the 80 characters in memory from the 20-word array to a
compatible array for the given computer. For example, assuming PROBID is
dimensioned 20 and CASE is dimensioned 8, the transfer could be accomplished
23
6	 -	 +^- .A
on CDC computers by including the following two statements in the program:
ENCODE(80,5000,CASE) PROBID
5000 FORMAT(2OA4)
Since the word size oil 	 computers is 60 bite, the eight words in the CASE
array will contain the 80 e-ntiguous characters after exec-ution of the ENCODE
statement.
3. Modify Program BJD5 so that the 80 characters are reformatted into
contiguous locations in an array as described in the second suggestion, and
then write the new array instead of PROBID on TAPE9.
4. Perform a binary (unformatted) read of only NRB and K from the first
record on TAPE9, and provide an input problem identification data card to be
read by a formatted read statement which will place the 80 characters in
contiguous locations in an array on the given computer. Oil 	 computers,
the format would be SAW, and the array would be dimensioned 8.
File	 Record
Name	 Number	
Description of the Binary Output from Program BJD5
TAPE9	 1	 NRB, K, PROBID
NRB - number of rows in the modal matrix after it has
been transformed back to the original physical
coordinates of the uncoupled system
K - number of frequencies and also number of columns in
the modal matrix
PROBID - the card image of the problem identification
card provided as input for Program DSTIFF.
It is noted that the 80 characters are con-
tained in 20 words each of which has 4 left-
,justified characters. See caution which pre-
cedes this table.
2	 K calculated frequencies (Hz) of the coupled system
arranged in ascending order.
3	 K records each of which contains the NRB elements of a
through	 vector (column) of the modal matrix after it has been trans-
(K + 2)
	 formed back to the original physical coordinates of the
uncoupled system. The k-th vector is associated with the
k-th frequency.
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SAMPLE CASE TO ILLUSTRATE USAGE OF PROGRAM
Description of Configurdtion
The SUDAN program was applied to the vibration analysis of a model con-
listing of an assembly of beams configured in the shape of an airplane in
reference 1. This model is the basis of the sample rase selected to illustrate
the usage of the program. The geometric properties of the model are given in
figure 2. Since attention will be directed to a symmetric vibration analysis
as in reference 1, advantage can be taken of symmetry and only one hrlf of
the model need be explicitly considered. 'Thus, for analysis purposes, the
mathematical model can be considered to consist of three substructures:
fuselage, wing, and tail. For symmetric motions, the component motions of
interest are vertical bending of the fuselage beam and vertical bending and
torsion of the wing and tail beams. The distributed mass of the fuselage,
wing, and tail beams is lumped at discrete points along the elastic axes of
the respective members such that the sectiunal mass, mass unbalance about the
elastic axis, and the torsional inertia are preserved. Although the rotary
inertia in bending associated with each of these lumped masses is not zero, it
is assumed unimportant aii.. taken to be zero. Since the mass axis and elastic
axis of each beam comprising the model are coincident, the static unbalance of
the wing and tail masses about their respective elastic axes is zero. However,
to illustrate the use of the W.ASAD option in the program, the static unbal-
ances of the wing masses about the elastic axis are assumed to be non-zero.
This will inertially couple ring bending with wing torsion. A sketch of the
resulting lumped-mass model of the beam assembly is given in figure 3. The
fuselage and wing support springs shown in figure 3 were not part of the
configuration analyzed in reference 1 but are introduced here to illustrate
25
the use of the NSPRAD option in the program. The fuselage support springs
consist of a translational spring having a spring rate k 	 and a rotational
spring having spring ratr k 2 which are attached to the elastic axis at the
seventh fuselage station. The wing support springs are translationai springs
having a spring rate k 3 and are attached to the leading edge of the wing
(2.54 cm from elastic axis) at the local axis station corresponding to the
fourth wing station. Since these springs are attached to the wing off the
the elastic axis, additional coupling of wing bending and wing torsion will
oc^.ur through stiffness terms associated with the wing support springs.
Each fuselage station has two degrees of freedom: vertical translation
and rotation. Each wing and tail station has three degrees of freedom:
vertical translation, rotation, and torsion. These discrete degrees of
freedom are identified and ordered in Table I. A total of 65 discrete degrees
of freedom are associated with the uncoupled system, 26 of which correspond to
coordinates with no mas3 as a consequence of assuming the rotary inertias to
be zero. The model structural properties, a discretized for the analysis in
accordan,ie with the lumped-mass model shown in figure 3, ara summarized in
Table II.	 The procedure for determining the numerical values of the stiffness
coupling terms associated with the support springs and for identifying the
position of the mass static unbalance terms and spring terms in the substruc-
ture mass and stiffness matrices is described in reference '. Both the wing
mass static unbalance terms and the stiffnesses of the support springs shown
in Table II were deliberAtely chosen to be small so as to represent only small
perturbations from the configuration treated in reference 1, thereby
*It should be noted that the structural properties of the wing and tail
beams are based on cuts perpendicular to the elastic axes cf those components.
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Ad
facilitating; a comparison with the results :shown therein it desired. A
summary of the constraint equations required to analytically join the
substructures is given in Table Ill.
Listings of the input and printed output for the sample case are given in
the next two sections, respectively. 11w standard output option (PRINT - l)
was selected fo:• the sample cast and thus the optional output (the uncoupled
::%stem nu183 and stiffness matrices) is not Included in the sample output
I istIng.
The sample case considered has no unrestrained (i.e. , r igid-Jody) degrees
of freedom, and thus none of the eigenvalues LAMBDA are zero. If a structure
is unrestrained, the eigenvalues corresponding to the rigid-body modes should
be zero. In practice, however, the eigenvalues which are calculated for the
rigid-body modes may not be exactly zero. Because some of these "zero" eigen-
values may be negntive, Program BJD5 takes the square root of the dbsolute
value of Li'MDA to obtain the
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A user's guide to the SUDAN computer , • ograni for analvzing structural
systems for their natural modes and frequencies of vibration has been given.
Sh, N is hosed on a substructures methodologv and is intended for structures
i	 which can br represented as an equivalent system of beam, spring, and rigid-
body substruct'uren. A finite-elen>eaat stiffness technique in combination with
a lumped mass method viaich allows for non-diagonal misses is used to model
each of the substructures which comprise thy , ,;vstem. user-written constraint
equations are used to analytically join the mass and stiffness nuatrices of
the substructures ro form the mass and stiffness tilatrices of the complete
structure from which all the frequencies and modes of the system are
determined. A general description of the program was given. tine commuter
hardware and software specifications were indicated, and the input required
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TABLE: II.- DISCRUI'LATIUN F:M LOYED FOR AIRPLANE BEAM ASSEMBLY
Local	 Torsional	
Mass
•",tat ion	 Coo rdInat y 	"lass•'	 Inertia	 FI	 l:l	 Static
	Position	
Unhslance
III	 kg	 kg-m2	 N-m 	 N-m`	 kg-m
FcLm e l age
1 0.0000 0.03648 Not 137.15
Not 0,0
0. 101C, 0.01296 applicable 137.15	 c 1' plIc abl e 0,0
1 0.2032 0.07296 137.15 0.0
4 0.3048 0.07296 137.15 0.0
5 0.4064 0.06567 137.15 0.0
6l, 0.4877 0.52653 137.15 0.0
1 0.09b 0.08026 137.15 0.0
0.7112 0.07296 137.15 0.0
0.8128 0.07296 137.15 0.0
lt^ 0.9144 0.07296 137.15 0.0
11 1.0160 0.06567 137.15 0.0
12 1.0973 0.07296 137.15 0.0
13 1.2192 0.04378 0.0
ling
1 0.0000 0.06487 0.1395 x 10 -4 2?.041 45.113 +0.04448 x 10	 {
2 0.1016 0.12975 0.2790 27.091 45.113 +0.08846
3 0.2032 0.12975 0.2790 27.091 45.113 +0.13345
4 0.3048 0.12975 0.2790 27.091 45.111 }0.17793
5 0.4064 0.12975 0.2790 27.091 45.11'1 ~0.22241
6 0.5080 0.12975 0.2790 27.091 45.113 +0.26689
7 0.6096 0.06487 0.1395 -0.13345
Tail i
1 0.0000 0.03243 0.06979 x 10"' 27.091 45.113 0.0
2 0.0508 0.06487 0.13958 27.091 45.113 0.0
3 0.1016 0.06487 0.13958 27.091 45.113 0.0
4 0.1524 0.06487 0.13958 27.091 45.113 0.0
5 0.2032 0.06487 0.13958 27.091 45.113 0.0
6 0.2541) 0.03243 0.06979 0.0
( Rotary
	
inertia of lumped misses neglected
b Includes mass of stem and coil of shaker used in reference 1
k l - 350.	 N/m, k 2 -	 .0565 N-m/radian,	 k 3 - 87.6 N/m
r•
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TABLE III. - CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS FOR A IRPLANE BEAM ASSEMBLY
1. q 27 - q6 m 0
2.
q34 cos 0,+ q 41 sin 91 m 0
3.




 + q19 - 0
4. q 48 -4 12 - 0
5. q 54 cub 02 + q60 y in 02 - 0
6.
-q 54 s in ()2
 + q60 cos A 2
 + 
q25 - 0
`)1 - sweep of wing el astic axis - 300
62 











	 ^ Lnd-o[-record card






_ KEW IND (OPL, COW I LE. 1AX))
IMSET MRS ETA-W;INF.RRR-FATAL)
F : N (1-COMI` l l.R . ROUND)
Figure 1.- Sample deck structure for execution of SWAN program on CYBGR 173/175
computers at the LaRC Computer Complex.
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0.952 c l„ square?	
i
r	 48.77 (• I,I	 \^^^	 1'.1:1 l•I,I	 r
c:	 (:eometric properties of airpiALIC ht'am ;j.semj)JV.
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[Point of attachment of springs k  ind kZ
(b) Planform view
Figure 3.- Lumped-mass model of airplane beam assembly supported by spri.ngs.
(Note: offsets of masses and spring attachment points from wink
elastic axis are exaggerated for illustrative purposes)
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